Event Name: webinar “Conclave 2020”

Venue: DCT’s Dhempe College of Arts and Science, Miramar Goa.

Date: 30/05/2020

State-Pair: Goa Jharkhand

A webinar series was held by the College for the students from that conclave one of the topic was presented by the students of EBSB club on "Goan Heritage: The lesser-known gems from the land of sand & sea" dated 30/05/2020. The link was emailed to RUSA coordinator of the paired state however we have not received any response.
ZAGOR

• ZAGOR-ZAAGRAM (to stay awake)

• Zagon is the festival of nocturnal vigilance. It is a way to thank the God of fertility for blessing the people with a good harvest that is shown by the performance of dances, music and dramas by the people of the village.

By the Gawda community in Goa.

• After attending the morning mass, people gather at the house of a senior man and offer prayer there. Then the group reaches a spot traditionally meant for this day, light candlesticks and sing salutations. These songs are called “Hoi”.

• A fire is lit nearby and instruments like the Ghumat and the Mhaadalem are warmed over this fire. The participants then decorate themselves with flowers and leaves permitted by tradition.